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STATE OF CALIFORNIA
SACRAMENTO
June 27, 1957
Chairman, Board of Supervisors
County of Monterey-
Court House
Salinas, California
Dear Sirs
There is transmitted herewith the Fifth Supplement to State Water
Resources Board Bvilletin No, 52~A, "Salinas Basin Investigation, Basic Data,
1949."
Bulletin No, 52-A contains the basic data which viere utilized in
determining possible solutions of water conservation problems as set forth
in the summary and conclusions of Bulletin No. 52, "Salinas Basin Investi-
gation, 1946."
This supplement contains basic l^drologic data for the period of
spring 1954, through fall 1955.
The data were collected and this supplement was prepared in accord-
ance with the terms of separate agreements entered into January 1, 1954, and
January 1, 1955, between the State Water Resources Board, the County of
Monterey and the State of California, acting through the agency of the State
Engineer, Subsequent organization changes with respect to the State Water
Resources Board and the State Engineer are shown hereina;fter.
Very truly yours.
HARVEY
Director
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AUTHORIZATION AND SCOPE
This fifth supplement to State Water Resources Board Bulletin '
,
No. 52A, "Salinas Basin Investigation, Basic Data, 194-9", was prepared in
accordance with the terms of agreements entered into as of January 1, 1954.»
and January 1, 1955, between the State Water Resources Board, the County of
Monterey and the Department of Public VJorks of the State of California,
acting through the agency of the State Engineer, Copies of these agreements
are included as appendixes to this supplement.
Subsequent to the execution of these agreements the duties of the
State Water Resources Board and of the State Engineer were transferred to
the Department of Water Resources on July 5, 1956,
The agreements provide for stream flow measurements, measurements
of ground-water levels in the spring and fall of each year, and a general
check of the quality of surface and underground waters in the Salinas Valley
within Monterey County.
Basic data collected prior to 1954 have been published heretofore
in Bulletins Nos, 52, 52-A, 52-B, and four supplements to Bulletin No, 52-A
dated May 1950, October 1951, December 1952, and December 1953.
Mr, Loran Bunte, Jr., Assistant District Engineer, Monterey
County Flood Control and Water Conservation District, directly supervised
the meas\jrements of ground-water levels, and the partial analyses of ground-
water samples, published herein. Complete analyses of surface-water and
ground-water samples were made ty the Department of Water Resources,
Measurements of depth to gro\ind water made during the spring and
fall of 1954. and 1955 are contained in Table 1. During August of each year
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water levels were measured at wells which draw only from the 180-foot
pressure aquifer in the vicinity of Blanco, Nashua and Castroville. These
measxarements, which delimit the farthest inland position of the "Nashua"
ground-water trough dviring 1954- and 1955, are contained in Table 2. Complete
mineral analyses of surface-water and ground-water samples collected during
the two years are presented in Tables 3 and A> respectively. Partial
mineral analyses of ground-water samples collected in July and August of
each year are contained in Table 5.
The well numbering system for wells located in Salinas Valley
(1933 Division of V/ater Resources numbers) has been replaced by the system
now in genersuL use by the Department of Water Resources. This system
corresponds to that utilized in California by the United States Geological
Survey and is intended to standardize well numbering throughout the State,
The well nvunber is derived from the location of the well according to the
rectangular system of public-land surveys, i.e., township, range, section,
and subdivision. Under this system each section is divided into 4.0-acre
plots which are lettered as follows:
D
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meridian which, in the case of the data reported herein, is Mount Diablo.
It can be seen fl-om the above example that the portion of the number pre-
ceding the hyphen indicates the township and range. The digits between
the hyphen and letter indicate the section, and the letter, the /^.O-acre
tract.
All well nvunbers used in this supplement have been changed to
conform with the system described above, A cross-index of the well nvunbering
system is included as Appendix B to this supplement. This cross-index is
keyed both to the Division of Water Resources well number according to the
1933 system as set forth in State Vater Reso\arces Board Bulletin No, 52,
"Seilinas Basin Investigation" and to the new Department of Water Resources
number based on the well niimbering system described above.
Descriptions of all wells included in this supplement and not
described in State I'feiter Resources Board Bulletin No, 52-A, "Salinas Basin
Investigation, Basic Data", may be obtained from the files of the Depart-
ment of Water Resources or the files of the Monterey County Flood Control
and Water Conservation District,
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TABLE 1
RECORDS OF DEPTHS TO GROUND I'ATER AT WELLS
IN SALINAS VALLEY
Spring, 195A through Fall, 1955
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IN SALINAS VALLEY
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TABLE 5
PARTIAL MINERAL ANALYSES OF GROUND V/ATER
IN SALINAS VALLEY
July and August, 1954 and 1955
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PARTIAL MINERAL ANALYSES OF GROUND 1/ATER
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APPENDIXES
Al, Agreement Between the State Water Resources Board, the County of
Monterey and the Department of "ublic Vvorks dated January 1, 1954
A2, Agreement Between the State Vi/ater Resources Board, the County of
Monterey and the Department of i^iblic ' orks dated January 1, 1955
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APPENDIX Al
AGREa-iENT BETIJEEK THE STATE ItATER RESOURCES BOARD
THE COUNTY OF MONTEREY
AND THE DEPARWiENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
THIS AGREaiENT, executed in qulntupllcate, entered into as of
January 1, 1954-, ^ the State Water Resources Board, hereinafter referred
to as the "Board"; the County of Monterey, hereinafter referred to as the
"County" I and the Department of Public Works of the State of California,
acting through the agency of the State Engineer, hereinafter referred to
as the "State Engineer":
WITNESSETH
WHEREAS, an investigation of the Salinas Basin in Monterey County
has been conducted by the Department of Public Works, acting by and through
the agency of the State Engineer, between July 1944 and December 1953, and
Division of Water Resources Bulletin Nos. 52, 52A, 52B and Supplements to
Bulletin 52A dated May 1950, October 1951, December 1952, and December 1953,
on the results of said investigation have been published pursuant to a
cooperative arrangement between the Department and the County wherety the
work accomplished, including publication of said bulletins, was financed
with funds contributed equally by the County and the State of Californiaj
and
WHEREAS, funds were appropriated to the Board by Item 262 of the
Budget Act of 1953 for continuing work on ground-water-level and stream-
flow meastirements, a quality of water check, investigation of possible
sources of supplemental water supplies, and surface and ground-water-reser-
voir-operation studies for water conservation and flood control in Salinas
Valley on a matching basis with the County pending accomplishment of solu-
tion of the water problems in the Coiintyj £ind
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VfHEREAS, by The State Water Resources Act of 194-5, as amended,
the Board is authorized to make investigations, studies, surveys, prepare
plans and estimates, and make recommendations to the Legislature in regard
to water development projects; and
WHEREAS, by said act, the State Engineer is authorized to coop-
erate with any county, city, State agency or public district on flood
control and other water problems and when requested by any thereof may enter
into a cooperative agreement to expend money in behalf of any thereof to
accomplish the purposes of said act; and
WHEREAS, the County desires and hereby requests the Board to enter
into a cooperative agreement for the supervision of the making of grotmd-
water-level and stream-flow measurements, a quality of water check, investi-
gation of possible sources of supplemental v/ater supplies, and surface and
ground-water-reservoir-operation studies for water conservation and flood
control in Salinas Valley betv/een January 1, 1954., and December 31, 195-4,
and prepare supplemental reports thereon;
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and of the several
promises to be faithfully performed by each as hereinafter set forth, the
Board, the County, and the State Engineer do hereby mutually agree as follows?
ARTICLE I - WORK TO BE PERFORMED:
The work to be performed under this agreement shall consist of
stream-flow measurements and a series of ground-water-level measurements
in the spring and fall of 1954-, a general water-quality check of svirface
and underground v/aters in the Salinas Valley, an investigation of possible
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sources of supplemental water supplies, surface and (^rovmd-water-reservolr-
operation studies for water conservation and flood control, and the compila-
tion and preparation of reports on the results of such measurements, water-
quality check, investigation and operation studies, all vdthin the County
of Monterey,
The Board by this agreement authorizes and directs the State Engi- -
neer to proceed with the work to be performed, and further authorizes the
State Engineer to contract with the CJounty securing any portion of the
necessary records and data required by this agreement.
During the progress of said investigation and report all maps,
plans, information, data, and records pertaining thereto which are in the
possession of any party hereto shall be made fully available to any other
party for the due and proper accomplishment of the purposes and objects hereof.
The work under this agreement shall be diligently prosecuted with
the objective of completion of the investigation of possible sources of supple-
mental water supplies and surface and ground-water-reservoir-operation studies
for water conservation and flood control, and compilation of data on or about
July 1, 195A» and preparation of a report thereon as soon thereafter as
possible. The investigation and compilation of data on stream-flov; measure-
ments, ground-water-level measurements, and water-quality check shall be
diligently prosecuted v/ith the objective of preparation of a report thereon
on or about December 31, 1954.> or as soon thereafter as possible,
ARTICLE II - FUNDS:
The County, upon execution by it of this agreement, shall transmit
to the State Engineer the summ of Five Thousand Dollars (.-pSjOOO) for deposit.
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subject to the approval of the Director of Finance, into the Water Resources
Revolving Fund in the State Treasury, for expenditiires by the State Engineer
in performance of the work provided for in this agreement. Also, upon exe-
cution of this agreement by the Board, the Director of Finance will be re-
quested to approve the transfer of the sum of Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000)
from funds made available to the Board by Item 262 of the Budget Act of 1953,
as augmented, for expenditure by the State Engineer in performance of the
work provided for in this agreement and the State Controller will be re-
quested to make such transfer.
If the Director of Finance, within thirty (30 ) days after receipt
by the State Engineer of said Five Thousand Dollars (!ip5,000) from the County,
shall not have approved the deposit thereof into said Water Resources Re-
volving Fund, together with the transfer of the sum of said Five Thousand
Dollars (^5,000) from funds made available to the Board, for expenditure by
the State Engineer in perfonnance of the work provided for in this agreement,
such sum contributed ty the County shall be returned thereto by the State
Engineer.
The Board and the State Engineer shall under no circumstances be
obligated to expend for or on account of the work provided for under this
agreement aingr amount in excess of the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars (s^l0,000)
as made available hereunder and when said sum is exhausted, the Board and
the State Engineer may discontinue the work provided for in this agreement
and shall not be liable or responsible for the resumption and completion
thereof.
Upon completion of and final payment for the work provided for in
this agreement, the State Engineer shall furnish to the Board and to the
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County a statement of all expenditures made under this agreement. One-half
of the total amovmt of all said expenditures shall be deducted from the sum
advanced from funds appropriated to said Board, and one-half of the total
amount of all said expenditures shall be deducted from the sum advanced by
the County and any balance which may remain shall be returned to the Board,
and to the Covmty, in equal amount,
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this agreement
to be effective as of the date hereinabove first written.
Approved as to Form and COUNTY OF MONTEREY
Procedure
/s/ Burr Scott
By /s/ A. B. Jacobson
District Attorney
County of Monterey
Approved as to Form and
Procedure
Chairman, Board of Supervisors
Cleric, Board of Supervisors
/s/ Henry Holsinger
Attorney for Division of
VJater Resources
Approved as to Form £ind
Procedure
Attorney, Department of
Public Works
APPROVED
I
STATE WATER RESOURCES BOARD
By /s/ C. A. Griffith
Chairman
STATE OF CALIFORNIA S
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS E
A
FRANK B. DURKEE L
Director of Public Works
Bjy /s/ Russell 5. Munro
Russell S. Munro
Deputy Director of Public VJorks
/s/ John M. Peirce
Director of Finance
/s/ A. D. Edmonston
A, D, Edmonston
State Engineer
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APPENDIX A2
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE STATE WATER RESOURCES BOARD
THE COUNTY OF MONTEREY
AND THE DEPARWIENT OF PUBLIC 170RKS
THIS AGREEMENT, executed in qulntuplicate, entered into as of
January 1, 1955, ty the State Water Resources Board, hereinafter referred to
as the "Board") the County of Monterey, hereinafter referred to as the
"County "5 and the Department of Public Works of the State of California,
acting through the agency of the State Engineer, hereinafter referred to as
the "State Engineer":
WITNESSETH
V/HEREAS, an investigation of the Salinas Basin in and adjacent to
Monterey Coxmty has been conducted by the Department of Public Works, acting
by and through the agency of the State Engineer, between July 19^4- and
December 1954.» and Division of Water Resources Biolletin Nos. 52, 52A, 52B
and Supplements to Bulletin 52A dated liay 1950, October 1951, December 1952,
December 1953, and State Water Resources Board Bulletin No. 19, on the re-
sults of said investigation have been published pursuant to a cooperative
eirrangement between the Department and the County whereby the work accomplishedj
including publication of said bulletins, was financed with funds contributed
equally by the County and the State of California j and
WHEREAS, funds were appropriated to the Board by Item 260 of the
Budget Act of 1954 for continuing work on ground-water-level and stream-
flow measurements, and a quality of water check in Salinas Valley on a
matching basis with the County pending accomplishment of solution of the
water problems in the County; and
WHEREAS, by The State Water Resources Act of 194-5, as amended, the
Board is authorized to make investigations, studies, sxirveys, prepare plans
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and estinrntes, and make recommendations to the Legislature in regard to water
development projects j and
WliEREAS, by said act, the State Engineer is authorized to cooperate
v;ith ar^ county, city. State agency or public district on flood control and
other water problems and when requested by any thereof may enter into a coop-
erative agreement to expend money in behalf of any thereof to accomplish the
pvirposes of said actj and
WHEREAS, the County desires and hereby requests the Board to enter
into a cooperative agreement for the supervision of the making of ground-
water-level and stream-flow measurements, and a quality of water check in
Salinas Valley between January 1, 1955, and December 31, 1955, and prepare a
supplemental report thereonj
NW THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and of the several
promises to be faithfully performed by each as hereinafter set forth, the
Board, the Coionty, and the State Engineer do hereby mutually agree as follows;
ARTICLE I - VTORK TO BE PERFORiffiD:
The vrark to be performed under this agreement shall consist of
stream-flow measurements and a series of ground-v/ater-level measurements in
the spring and fall of 1955, a general water-quality check of surface and
underground waters in the Salinas Valley, the compilation and preparation of
a report on the results of such measiorements and water-quality check, all
within the County of Monterey.
The Board by this agreement authorizes and directs the State Engi-
neer to proceed with the work to be performed, and further authorizes the
State Engineer to contract with the County to secure any portion of the
necessary records and data required by this agreement*
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During the progress of said investigation and report all maps, plans,
information, data and records pertaining thereto which are in the possession
of any party hereto shall be made fully available to any other party for the
due and proper accomplishment of the purposes and objects hereof.
The work londer this agreement shall be diligently prosecuted ^^rith
the objective of completion of the investigation and compilation of data and
preparation of a report thereon on or before December 31, 1955, or as soon
thereafter as possible,
ARTICLE II - FUNDS:
The County, upon execution ty it of this agreement, shall transmit
to the State Engineer the sum of One Thousand Seven Hundred Fifty Dollars
($1,750) for deposit, subject to the approval of the Director of Finance,
into the VJater Resources Revolving Pimd in the State Treasiiry, for expendi-
ture by the State Encineer in performance of the work provided for in this
agreement. Also, upon execution of this agreement by the Board, the Director
of Finance will be requested to approve the transfer of the sum of One
Thousand Seven Hundred Fifty Dollars ($1,750) from funds made available to
the Board by Item 260 of the Budget Act of 1954, for expenditure by the State
Engineer in performance of the work provided for in this agreement and the
State Controller will be requested to make such transfer.
If the Director of Finance, within thirty (30) days after receipt
by the State Engineer of said One Thousand Seven Hundred Fifty Dollars
(#1,750) from the County, shall not have approved the deposit thereof into
said Water Resources Revolving Fund, together with the transfer of the sum
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of said One Thousand Seven Hundred Fifty Dollars ($1,750) from funds made
available to the Board, for expenditure by the State Engineer in performance
of the v/ork provided for in this agreement, such sum contributed by the
County shall be returned thereto by the State Engineer.
"^he Board and the State Engineer shall under no circumstances be
obligated to expend for or on accoimt of the work provided for under this
agreement any amount in excess of the sxim of Three Thousand Five Hundred
Dollars (^3,500) as made available hereunder and when said sum is exhausted,
the Board and the State Engineer may discontinue the work provided for in
this agreement and shall not be liable or responsible for the resumption and
completion thereof.
Upon completion of and final pajnnent for the work provided for in
this agreement, the State Engineer shall furnish to the Board and to the
County a statement of all exi^enditures made under this agreement. One-half
of the total amount of all said expenditures shall be deducted from the sum
advanced from funds appropriated to said Board, and one-half of the total
amount of all said expenditures shall be deducted from the sum advanced by
the County and any balance which may remain shall be returned to the Board,
and to the County, in equal amount,
IN WITNESS V/HEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this agreement
to be effective as of the date hereinabove first written.
Approved as to Form and COUl^TY OF MONTEREY
Procedure
By /s/ ^* ^' Jacobson
________________________________
Chairman, Board of Supervisors
District Attorney
County of Monterey
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Approved as to Form and
Procedure
/s/ Henry Hoisinger
Attorney for Division of
VJater Resources
Approved as to Form and
Pl-ocedure
E
/s/ Emmet G. McMenamin
Clerk, Board of Supervisors
STATE WATER RESOURCES BOARD
By /s/ C. A. Griffith
Attorney, Department of
Public Works
Department of Finance
APPROVED
Jan 12 1955
JOHN H. PEIRCE, Director
By /a/ Louis J. Heinzer
Administrative Advisor
C. A. Griffith, Chairman
State of California
Department of Public Works
FRANK B. DURKEE
Director of Public 'forks
By /s/ Russell S. Munro
Russell S. ^fun^o
Deputy Director of Public
Works
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Bl. Cross Index, k'ell Numbering System, From Department of Water
Resources Number to 1933 Division of Viater Resources Number
B2, Cross Index, VJell Numbering System, from 1933 Division of Water
Resources Number to Department of Water Resources Number
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APPENDIX Bl (continued)
WELL NUMBERING SYSTEM, FROM DEPARTlffiNT OF WATER RESOURCES NUMBER
TO 1933 DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES NUMBER
Well numbers
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\mLL NUMBERING SYSTEM, FROM DEPARTMENT OF \WiIE R:230URC;JS NUMBER
TO 1933 DIVISION OF WATER R'^OURC^ NUl'iBER
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APPENDIX Bl (continued)
WELL NUI-iBSRING SYSTSl, FROli DEPARTMENT OF k'ATER RESOURCES NUl'iBER
TO 1933 DIVISION OF Vv'ATER RESOURCES NUMBER
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APPENDIX Bl (continued)
WELL NUMBERING SYSTEM, FROM DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES NUMBER
TO 1933 DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES NUMBER
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WELL NUMBERING SYSTEM, FROM DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES NUMBER
TO 1933 DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES NUMBER
Well numbers
p.w7r. T i23ijjm.DtW,R, ; 1933 Vm n.w.R> 3 933 r.WR
l5S/3E-lliE2
-liiGl
-ll;Hl
-lliLl
-llOfl.
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-li^Nl
-lIjNa
-lilPl
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-15B1
-15F1
-15G1
-15LL
-15ML
-16B1
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-16E1
-16F1
-16ML
-16N1
-16N2
-16N3
-l6Nii
-16N5
-16n6
-16N7
-16N8
-17B1
-17B2
-17G1
-17N1
-17P1
-18B1
-18C1
-IBFI
-18F2
-18G1
-18G2
-18H1
-18M1
-20A1
-21A1
-21A2
-21A3
-2101
-21C2
3D-199
3D-81
3D-76
3D-126n
3D-127
3D-128A
3D-128n
3D-lh6
3D-129
3D-88
3D-162
3D-55
3D-^6d
3D-53
3D-5U
3D-39n
3D-39A
3D-38
3D-89A
3D-U0
3D-60i
3D-6li
3D-62i
3D-63i
3D-6Ui
3D-179i
3D-18li
3D-I86i
3D-50
3D-^1
3D-ai
3D-U8
3D-h9
2D-liIi
2D-h2
2D-52A
2D-52
2D-51
2D-60
2D-50n
2D-63
3D-I87i
3D-160
3D-9li
3D-52
3D-l8Uin
3D-I88i
15S/3E-21C3
-21D1
-21D2
-21D3
-2irli
-21D5
-21U
-21P1
-22A1
-22C1
-22F1
-2201
-23D1
-23E1
-23J1
-23M1
-23R1
-2liBl
-2UM1
-2itNl
-25A1
-25P1
-25QX
-25R1
-26C1
-26D1
-26G1
-26G2
-26H1
-26H2
-26J1
-26J2
-26K1
-26K2
-26N1
-26N2
-26(».
-26Q2
-27E1
-27F1
-27K1
-28B1
-2801
-35B1
-35B2
-35H1
-36E1
3D-I89n
3D-I52i
3D-I80i
3D-I8^i
3D-I83in
3D-I82in
3D-95n
3D-191d
3D-131
3D-130
3D-135
3r)-i3U
3r>-132n
3D-133
3D-102n
3D-16U
3D-10li
3D-106
3D-103n
3D-200
iiD-52
3D-lIi7
3D-120
UD-65n
3D-19ii
3D-119
3D-111
3D-12lt
3D-123n
3D-123A
3D-116
3D-115
3D-113
3D-lllt
3D-112d
3D-170
3D-125
3D-I69
3D-I92
3D-195
3D- 208
3D-I36
3D-h6d
3D-101d
3D-117d
3D-17li
3D-193
15S/3E-36F1
-36GI
-36HI
-36LI
l5S/iiE-UPl
-$C1
-5K1
-5L1
-5MI
-5M2
-6A1
-6D1
-6D2
-6E1
-6F1
-6F2
-6h1
-6L1
-6R1
-7A1
-7F1
-7K1
-7L1
-7MI
-7QX
-7R1
-801
-8L1
-8M1
-8M2
-8N1
-8Q1
-9D1
-9F1
-9G1
-9J1
-9L1
-9N1
-lONl
-II4NI
-1UN2
-liiN3
-15D1
-15D2
-15L1
-15P1
3D-118
3D-172
3D-122
3E-2dn
liD-7
ljD-2
W'9h
ijD-67
ia)-93
ljD-113
1;D-1
UD-6
ljD-118
hD-120
iiD-95
ltD-130
hD-90
iiD-115
iiD-128
liD-2i
I4D-22
liD-31
UD-26
I;D-23
103-21
bD-3
liD-92
I4D-I9
UVllhd
UD-20
iiD-18
ia)-125
liD-9dn
I4D-8
103-15
l4D-112d
UD-n
liD-70
ljD-71
l4D-96n
UD-10
ljD-12it
ljD-68
U)-li7
B-8
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WELL NUMBERING SYSTEM, FROM DEPARTT'iENT OF WaTER R3S0URCE3 NUKBliE
TO 1933 DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES NUfflER
Well numbers
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VvELL NU^iBERS
D.W.R. 1933 DMR D.W.R. ; 1933 DV^ ; D.W.R. i 1933 DWR
16S/5E-30F1
-30G1
-30J1
-30L1
-30N1
-31A1
-31D1
-31D2
-31MI
-31Q1
-32B1
-32B2
-32C1
-32E1
-3201
-32H1
-32H2
-32J1
-32M1
-32P1
-33D1
-33F1
-33K1
-33K2
-3301
-33Q2
-3nMl
-35D1
17S/ljE-lDl
-101
-IJl
-1J2
-ua
17S/5E-1R1
-2A1
-2A2
-2C1
-2C2
-2C3
-2L1
-2ML
-2N1
-3B1
-3D1
-3E1
5E-36n
5E-37
5E-61
5E-57
5E-60
5E-97
5E-60A
5E-93d
5F-3
5F-5
5E-71
5E-106i
5E-67
5E-65
5F-6
?F-l46
5E-92
5F-llt
5F-53
5E-7U
5F-21
5F-16
5F-20
5F-18A
5F-I8n
5F-2
6E-2
5F-li2
5F-7
5F-8
5F-9
6F-81
6F-8
6F-8U
6F-U
6F-6
6F-6A
6F-10
6F-9
6F-61
6F-80
5F-25
5F-28A
17S/5E-3E2
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Transmitted herewith is the Sixth Supplement to State Water
Eesoxirces Board Bulletin No, 52-A, "Salinas Basin Investigation, Basic
Data, 194-9".
Bulletin No. 52-A contains the basic data which were used in
determining possible solutions of water conservation problems in
Monterey County, as set forth in the summary and conclusions of Bulletin
No, 52, "Salinas Basin Investigation, 1946",
This supplement contains basic hydrologic data for the period
from the spring of 1956 through the fall of 1957.
The data were collected, and this supplement was prepared in
accordance with the terms of an agreement entered into January 1, 1956,
by the State Hater Resources Board, the County of Monterey and the
State of California, acting through the agency of the State Engineer,
and an agreement entered into January 1, 1957, by the Department of
Water Resources and the County of Monterey.
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HARVEZ 0. BANKS
Director
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AUTHORIZATION AND SCOPE
This sixth supplement to State Water Resources Board
Bulletin Ko. 52-A, "Salinas Basin Investigation, Basic Data, 1%9",
was prepared in accordance with terms of an agreement entered into
January 1, 1956 by the State Uater Resources Board, the County of
^fonterey, and the State of California acting through the agency of
the State Engineer, and an agreement entered into January 1, 1957,
by the Department of Water Resources and the County of ^fonterey. A
copy of each of these agreements is included as an appendix to this
report.
The agreements provide for measurements of ground-water
levels in the spring and fall of each year, and a general check of
the chemical quality of surface and underground waters in the Salinas
Valley within Monterey County.
Basic data collected prior to January 1, 1956, have been
published in Bulletins Nos. 52, 52-A, 52-B, and the preceding five
supplements to Bulletin No, 52-A,
Data for Tables 1, 2, and 5 were obtained from the Monterey
County Flood Control and ''ater Conservation District, Mr, Loran
Bunte, Jr,, Assistant District Engineer, directly supervised the
measurement of ground-water levels and the collection and partisuL
analyses of ground-water samples by that agency. Complete analyses
of surface-water and ground-water samples (Tables 3 and 4-) were
made by the Department of Water Resources and the U, S. Geological
Survey,
Table 1 contains the measurements of ground-water levels
made in the Salinas Basin in the spring and fall of 1956 and 1957.
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During August of each year vator levels were measured at wells which
draw only from the 180-foot pressure aquifer in the vicinity of
Blanco, Nashua and Castroville. These measurements, which d£ilimit
the farthest inland position of the "Nashua" ground-water trough
during 1956 and 1957, are contained in Table 2. Complete mineral
analyses of surface-water and groimd-water sanqjles collected during
the two years are presented in Tables 3 and U, respectively.
Samples of ground water for partial analysis were collected through-
out the basin in July and August of each year. The analyses of
these samples for total solids and chlorides only are given in Table 5.
The well numbering system for wells located in Salinas
Valley (1933 Division of Water Resources numbers) has been replaced
by the system now in general use by the Department of Water
Resources. Under this system, which is intended to standardize well
nxmbering throughout the State, the well number is derived from the
location of the well according to the rectangular system of public-
land surveys, i.e., township, range, section, and subdivision. Each
section is divided into 4.0-acre plots which are lettered as follows:
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All well numbers used in this supplement and the pre-
ceding fifth supplement have been changed to conform to the system
described above. For those used in both supplements, the cross-
index of the well numbering system included in the fifth supplement
is applicable. The cross-index is keyed both to the 1933 Division
of Water Resources well number as used in State V/ater Resources
Board Bulletin No. 52, "Salinas Basin Investigation", and to the
Department of V/ater Resources nxunber based on the nximbering system
described in the preceding paragraph, .
For the wells for which the data are herein published for
the first time, a corresponding cross-index is given in Appendixes
Bl and B2 of this supplement.
Descriptions of all wells for which data are included in
this supplement, may be obtained from the files of either the
Department of V/ater Resources or the Monterey County Flood Control
and V/ater Conservation District.
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TABIE 1
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELIS
IN SALINAS VALIEY
Spring, 3556 through Fall, 15>57
Well number
and /
R. P. elev.3^
Date
: Dlst. R, P,
s to water
! surface,
J in feet
Well number
and
_/
R. P. elev.i^
Date
Dist, R. P.
to water
surface,
in feet
13S/2E-16E1
20.0
•teiBw o* : ^ - :
TABI£ 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELI5
IN SALINAS VALLEY
Spring, 1956 through Fall, 1557
Well number
and
f
R, P. elev, ^
: Dist. R, P.
: to water
^^*®
: surface,
: in feet
Well number
and „/
R. P. elev.^
Dist. R. P.
to water
surface
,
in feet
13S/2B-30G2
9.0
(b6x/nWnoO) .£ aiSAT
PAiaw TA n'^t- :n;o OT HT'iaa -ic aciflooan
iavi..'.i^ BAWIdAB HI
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S.XX
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a.si
c.sx
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d,d
8.5X
T.^
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d5-a-SX
T^-oX-XX
d5-ax-e
d^-OX-SX
ft^-VS-XX
d?-ac-sx
T5"0S-t
d^-a-sx
T5-os-e
T5~9X-XX
d^-^X-e
d5-ii-SX
T9-<?X-XX
^-ji-SX
"^--"•r-xx
&.y:e-.as\8?:x
X,9
swxf-as\2fx
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xixt-as\3ex
C.QI
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jiiii I K ai fii i ia««i II in III I-—,- ^1.
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V
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.
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
)S OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELLS
IN SALINAS VALIEY
Spring, 1956 through FaUl, 1957
Well number
and /
R. P. elev. ^
Date
: Dist. R. P.
: to water
J surface,
: in feet
Well number
and /
R. P. elev.-2^
:Dist. R, P.
: to water
Date
. surface,
; in feet
13S/2E-33R1
25.0
(bftirairfi
Ai
TABLE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELLS
IN SALINAS VALIEY
Spring, 1956 through Fall, 1957
Well number |
and /! Date
R. P. elev.-^
Dist. R. P.
to water
surface,
in feet
Well number
and ,
R. P. elev, J/
Date
:Dist. R. P.
: to water
: surface,
: in feet
lliS/2E-5Kl
15,8

TABLE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELLS
IN SAUNAS VALIEY
Spring, 1956 through Fall, 1957
Well number
and
R. P. elev.
Dist. R. P.
to water
surface,
in feet
Well number
and
R. P. elev. j/
Date
:Dist. R. P.
s to water
: surface,
: in feet
1US/2E-12Q1
63.0
ihamUttoO) XaiSAT
:/ ^anlTqS
.1 ji .*3ia; '' •
'' "
"
"
' ," 'I" ' •
-
'
«
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5.SS T^-8X~XX
I.^X'
5.OS
d.ex
d.XS
TABIE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELLS
IN SALINAS VAUEY
Spring, 1956 through Fall, 1957
Well number
and ,
R. P. elev. ^
sDist. R, P.
: to water
Date
. surface,
: in feet
Well number
and
R. P, elev.
Dist. R. P.
to water
surface,
in feet
lliS/2&.23Ll
29.3
•xarffliMn X
I
ISQ'ML'aI T..'-
acJ'sG
,
» *» •
'
..H
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d^-?X-£
a$-^-sx
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT IffiLLS
IN-SALINAS VALLEY
Spring, 1956 through Fall, 1957
Well number * ' °J®*" ?'
^*
:
_
: to water
.1 ,Si .tfeia J
i^s^r ill i -."^
3 ^C
e.oix
TABI£ 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELIS
IN SALINAS VALIEY
Spring, 1956 through Fall, 1957
Well number
ibBimlinoO) I SIGmT
,1 ,H .rftias
TABLE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELLS
IN SALINAS VALIEY
Spring, 1956 through Fall, 1957
Well number
and
R. P. elev.
Dist. R.P.
to water
surface,
in feet
Well number
and a/
R. P. elev, ^
Date
Dist. R.P.
to water
surface,
in feet
lliS/3E-17Bl
S^<i<ii tlXB-i A^vcnsii
.H.K .J'-^
". IL^
<^M
19
las'? ai.
1 ,60£
6;
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TABIE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELLS
IN SAUNAS VALIEI
Spring, 1956 through Fall, 1957
Wall number
and
R. P. elev.
Dist, R. P.
to water
surface,
in feet
Well number
and /
R. P. elev.2/
Date
Dist, R.P.
to water
surface,
in feet
ms/3F-30Nl
39^
ibeanlinoO) X aiSM'
aj^irr.. ta ^~t\v amiOHO OT hi •
y^LiAV BAVIiIA3 I
TABIE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELLS
IN SALINAS VALLEY
Spring, 1956 through Fall, 1957
Well number
"i'.'^
•-\
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TABIE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELLS
IN SALINAS VALIEY
Spring, 1956 through Fall, 1957
Well number

TABI£ 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WEUS
IN SALINAS VALLET
Spring, 1956 through Fall, 1957
Wall number
and
R. P. elev.
3/: Date
Dist. R. P.
to water
surface,
in feet
Vfell number
and
R. P. elev. i/:
Date
Dist. R. P.
to water
surface,
in feet
15S/UE-8C1
95.9
sts
?cf:.Taa IX a^"
ban
O.XTX -^MS-XX
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»»^^. ^ « 1 %J\
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TABIE 1 (Continued)
REOORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELLS
IN SALINAS VALIEY
Spring, 1956 through Fall, 1957
,,
-- ^ s :Dist. R, P.
Well number
. .
^^ ^g^er
R. P. elev. 2/ . .
^^ jgg^
(bsimMfoC)) I aiSAT
T5^
.'^i J
TABIE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELLS
IN SALINAS VALIEY
Spring, 1956 through Fall, 1957
Well number
and
R. P. elev. 3/
Dist. R. P.
to water
surface,
in feet
Wiell number
.
and
\
R. P. elev.^/.
Date
Dist. R. P,
to water
surface,
in feet
l6s/IiE-2Q2
135.5
^oO^ I KIEAT
T5QI tXl65 si^uatdi d5?I »saiiq3
TABIE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELLS
IN SALINAS VALLEY
Spring, 1956 through Fall, 1^57
Well number
and ,
R. P. elev. ^
Date
:Dist, R. P.
: to water
s surface,
: in feet
Well number
and
I
R, P. elev. y
Dist. R. P.
to water
surface,
in feet
16SAE-25P1
100.0
AT
i>fi)OHn 0? Iff
rr*
.,.V»f'^
1^55
1
_
,; 1
TABLE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELLS
IN SAUNAS VALLEY
Spring, 1^56 through Fall, 1957
Vfell number
and
R. P. elev. -y
Dist. R. P.
to water
surface,
in feet
Well number
and
R. P. elev. y
Date
:Dist. R. P.
: to water
: surface,
: in feet
16S/5E-30E1
118.0
'j.^sa
Jtl2lJLLi-
bfris
.1 .51
o.se d^'
o..[:t \c---c
lA
t«04i -I
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0..:.- v2-s-c
5.SS d?-OS>-IX
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?.e.£
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.
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELLS
IN SALINAS VALIEY
Spring, 1956 through Fall, 1957
Well number
and .
R, P. elev. i/
Dist. R. P.
to water
surface,
in feet
Well number
and ,
R. P. elev. ^
Date
:Dist. R. P.
; to water
: surface,
: in feet
17s/5E:-9R1
135.0
Z;'^:TT..T:V-i rr*Tw
as^Bw o.t :
TABLE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELLS
IN SALINAS VALLEY
Spring, 1956 through Fall, 1957
Well number
'!^«^li(^Jf1or)'^ t Sin AT
aaarn^ ta a:' ^0 btUiUOiiil
V?9I tlls'=l risirooriJ de^I ^gninqa
.1 .H .iBi
TABIE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELLS
IN SALINAS VALLEY
Spring, 1956 through Fall, 1957
Well number .
and
.J Date
R. P. elev, y
.
: Dist. R. P.
J to water
: surface,
: in feet
Well number
and /
R. P. elev. ^
Date
: Dist. R. P.
J to water
: surface,
i in feet
i8s/6e-5ri
352.0
ibauat&noO) 1 3I9AT
^jiTT.' TA ngTAw awjOHo or wiza "^o ewionKK
XaUAV BAHIJAa M
c>-9al nl : i
TABIE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT VELLS
IN SALINAS VAUEY
Spring, 1?56 through Fall, 1957
Well number
( h »uai.i.tcO } • i .UISAT
TABIE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELLS
IN SALINAS VALIEY
Spring, 1956 through Fall, 1957
Well number

TABIE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELLS
IN SALINAS VALLEY
Spring, 1956 through Fall, 1957
Well number
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TABIE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELLS
IN SALINAS VALLET
Spring, 1^56 through Fall, 1957
Vifell number
and
R, P. elev. a/
Dist. R. P.
to water
surface,
in feet
Well nvunber
and
R. P. elev.
Dist. R. P.
to water
surface,
in feet
21S/9E-7J2
Cf1'.'rrt^•f.1^,:,^ ^.;.J.AT
aiiav/ Ik ^:
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TABIE 2
RECORDS .OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELLS
IN NASHUA GROUND WATER TROUGH
August, 1956 and August, 1957
Vfell number
and ..
R. P. elev. y\
:Dist. R. P.
Date
.
: to water
: surface,
' in feet
Vfell number
and
R. P. elev. y;
Date
:Dist. R. P,
: to water
: surface,
: in feet
13S/2E-16E1
20.0
C ^^Crf
auaw T
\uK
TABIfi 2 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELLS
IN NASHUA GROUND WATER TROUGH
August, 1956 and August, 1^57
Well number
and
R, P. elev. zj
Dist. R. P.
to water
surface,
in feet
Well number
and
R. P, elev.
Dist. R.P.
to water
surface,
in feet
13S/2E-31Q1
11.3
&00% fll
TABLE 2 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELI5
IN NASHUA GROUND WATER TROUGH
August, 1956 and August, 1^57
Well number *
and Date
R. P. elev, £/!
Dist. R. P.
to water
surface,
in feet
Wtell number
and
R, P. elev. V
Date
Dist. R. P.
to water
surface,
in feet
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15.5
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TABLE 2 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT llELLS
IN NASHUA GROUND UATER TROUGH
August, 1956 and August, 1957
Well n\amber
and
R. P. elev. i/
Date
Dist. R. P.
to water
surface,
in feet
Well nximber
and
R. P. elev. a/
•Dist. R. P.
to water
Date surface,
• in feet
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T/-BLE 5
PARTIAL HIMERAL AMLYSES t F GROUND VMTER
IN SALINAS VALLEY
July-August, 1956 and 1957
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TABLE 5 (Continued)
PARTIAL i'lINERAL ANALYSES GF GROUND V/ATER
IN SALINAS VALIEY
July-August, 1956 and 1957 '
fell number: Year
Total
solids* : Chlorides Well number: Year
: Total
: solids* : Chlorides
:in parts per million tin parts per million
.3S/2E-32A1
3S/2E-32C1
3S/2E-32J1
3S/2E-32J2
I
3S/2i:-32Nl
3S/2E-32Q1
3S/2E-33E1
JS/2E-33N1
3S/2E-33N2
JS/2E-33R1
JS/3E-30P1
iS/aE-aa
l,S/2E-3Fl
nS/2E-3ia
I1S/2E-AEI
1956
1957
1956
1957
1956
1957
1956
1957
1956
1957
1957
1957
1956
1957
1956
1957
1956
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1956
1957
1956
1957
1957
1956
1957
577
385
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1957 1242
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385
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TABLE 5 (Continued)
FARTIAL MDIE.RAL ANALYSES OF GROUND V/ATER
IN SALIUAS VALLEY
July-August, 1956 and 1957
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TABLE 5 (Continued)
I ARTIAL imiERAL /.NALYSEwS OF GROUND Wj^TER
IN SALINAS VALLEY
July-August, 1956 and 1957

TABLE 5 (Continued)
PARTIAL MINERnL ANALYSES OF GROUND WATER
IN SALINAS VALLEY
July-August, 1956 and 1957
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TABLE 5 (Continued)
PARTIAL MINERAL ANALYSES OF GROUND WATER
IN SALINAS VALLEY
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APPENDIXES
Al, Agreement entered into January 1, 1956 by the State Water Resources
Board, the County of Monterey, and the Department of Public Works
acting through the agency of the State Engineer
A2. Agreement entered into January 1, 1957 by the Department of Water
Resources and the County of Monter^
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AGREQ1ENT BETWEEN THE STATE WATER RESOURCES BOARD
THE COUNTY OF MDNTEREY
AND THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
THIS AGREEMENT, executed in quintuplicate, entered into as of
January 1, 1956, by the State Water Resources Board, hereinafter referred
to as the "Board"; the County of Monterey, hereinafter referred to as the
"County"; and the Department of Public Works of the State of California,
acting thiriugh the agency of the State Engineer, hereinafter referred to
as the "State Engineer":
WITNESSETH
WHEREAS, an investigation of the Salinas Basin in and adjacent
to Monterey County has been conducted by the Department of Public Works,
acting by and throiigh the agency of the State Engineer, betvreen JiJLy 1944
and December 1955, and Division of Water Resources Bulletin Nos, 52, 52A,
52B and Supplements to Biilletin 52A dated May 1950, October 1951, Decem-
ber 1952, December 1953, December 1955, and State Water Resources Board
Bulletin No. 19, on the results of said investigation have been published
pursuant to a cooperative arrangement between the Department and the
County whereby the work accomplished, including publication of said
bulletins, was financed with funds contributed equally by the County and
the State of California; and
WHEREAS, funds were appropriated to the Board by Item 213 of
the Budget Act of 1955 for continxiing work on ground water level and
stream flow measurements, and a quality of water check in Salinas Valley
on a matching basis with the County pending accomplishment of solution of
the water problems in the County; and
WHEREAS, by Tho State Water Resources Act of 1945, as amended,
the Beard is authorized to make investigations, studies, surveys, prepare
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plans and estimates, and make recommendations to the Legislature in regard
to vra,ter development projects; and
WHEREAS, by said act, the State Engineer is authorized to
cooperate with any county, city, State agency or public district on flood
control and other water problems and when requested by any thereof may
enter into a cooperative agreement to expend money in behalf of any thereof
to accomplish the purposes of said act; and
WHEREAS, the County desires and hereby requests the Board to
enter into a cooperative agreement for the supervision of the making of
ground water level and stream flow measixrements, and a quality of water
check in Salinas Valley between January 1, 1956 and December 31, 1956,
and prepare a supplemental report thereon;
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and of the several
promises to be faithfully performed by each as hereinafter s et forth, the
Board, the County, and the State Engineer do hereby mutually agree as
follows:
ARTICLE I - V»RK TO BE PERFORMED:
The work to be performed under this agreement shall consist of
stream flow measurements and a series of ground water level measurements
in the spring and fall of 1956, a general water quality check of surface
and underground waters in the Salinas Valley, the compilation and prepara-
tion of a report on the results of such measurements and water quality
check, all within the County of Monterey,
The Board by this agreement authorizes and directs the State
Engineer to proceed with the work to be performed, and further authorizes
the State Engineer to contract with the County to secure any portion of
the necessary records and data required by this agreement.
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\During the process of said investigation and report all maps,
plans, information, data and records pertaining thereto vrtiich are in the
possession of any party hereto shall be made fully available to any other
party for the due and proper accomplishment of the purposes and objects
hereof.
The work under this agreement shall be diligently prosecuted
with the objective of completion of the investigation and compilation of
data and preparation of a report thereon on or before December 31, 1956,
or as soon thereafter as possible,
ARTICLE II - FUNDS:
The County, upon execution by it of this agreement, shall
transmit to the State Engineer the sum of One Thousand Seven Hundred Fifty
Dollars (^1,750) for deposit, subject to the approval of the Director of
Finance, into the Water Resources Revolving Fund in the State Treasury,
for expenditures by the State Engineer in performance of the work provided
for in this agreement. Also, upon execution of this agreement by the
Board, the Director of Finance will be requested to approve the transfer
of the sum of One Thousand Seven Hundred Fifty Dollars (5j>l,750) from funds
made available to the Board by Item 213 of the Budget Act of 1955, for
expenditure by the State Engineer in performance of the work provided for
in this agreement and the State Controller will be requested to make such
transfer.
If the Director of Finance, within thirty (30) days after receipt
by the State Engineer of said One Thousand Seven Hundred Fifty Dollars
(^1,750) from the County, shall not have approved the deposit thereof into
said Water Resources Revolving Fund, together with the transfer of the sum
of said One Thousand Seven Hundred Fifty Dollars ($1,750) from funds made
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available to the board, for expenditure by the State Engineer in performance
of the viork provided for in this agreement, such sum contributed by the
County shall be returned thereto by the State Engineer,
The Board and the State Engineer shall under no circtimstances
be obligated to expend for or on account of the work provided for under
this agreement any amount in excess of the sum of Three Thousand Five
Hundred Dollars ($3,500) as made available hereunder and when said sum is
exhausted, the Board and the State Engineer may discontinue the work
provided for in this agreement and shall not be liable or responsible for
the res\imption and completion thereof.
Upon completion of and final payment for the work provided for
in this agreement, the State Engineer shall furnish to the Board and to
the County a statement of all expenditures made under this agreement.
One-half of the total amount of all said expenditures shall be deducted
from the sum advanced from funds appropriated to said Board, and one-half
of the total amount of all said expenditures shall be deducted from the
sum advanced by the Coionty and any balance which may remain shall be
returned to the Board, and to the County, in equal amount,
IN VJITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this
agreement to be effective as of the date hereinabove first written.
Approved as to Form and COUNTY OF MONTiREY
Procedure
/s/ W. H. Stoffers
District Attorney By /s/ VJm, J. Redding
County of Monterey Chairman, Board of Supervisors
Approved as to Form and
Procedure /s/ Emmet G. McMenamin
Clerk, Board of Supervisors
/s/ Henry Holsinger
Attorney for Division of
Water Resources
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Appiroved as to Form and
Procedure
Attorney, Department of
Public Works
Department of Finance
APPROVED
Jan 26 1956
JOHN M. PEIRCE, Director
By /s/ Louis J. Heinzer
Administrative Advisor
STATE WATER RESOURCES BOARD
By /s/ Clair A. Hill
Clair A. Hill, Chairman
State of California
Department of Public Works
FRANK B. DURKEE
Director of Public Works
By /s/ A. H, Henderson
A. H, Henderson
Deputy Director of Public Works
/s/ Harvey 0. Banks
Harvey 0. Banks
State Engineer
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METPRAI^IDUK OF UNDERSTANDING
WITH REFERENCE TO
WATER RESOURCES INVCSTIGaTION OF MONTEREY COUNTY
The objective of this memorandum of understanding is to coordi-
nate the work of the State of California, and the County of Monterey, in
the investigation of the water resources of the County of Monterey.
It is contemplated that an agreement will be executed between
the State Water Resources Board, the County of Monterey, and the Department
of Public Works acting through the State Engineer, for the purpose of
conducting the investigation of the water resources of Monterey County,
This memorandum is a prerequisite of the execution of the
aforesaid agreement.
The work of all agencies concerned shall be closely coordinated,
and infoiroation shall be freely exchanged.
This memorandxmi shall be revised as necessary as the work proceeds,
and all revisions shall be approved by representatives of the State and
County of Monterey.
The division of the vork under the investigation of the water
resources of the County of Monterey, between the State and the County of
Monterey shall be as follows;
1 , Stream Flow Measurements
a. County
The Coxmty shall make any necessary stream flow measurements
pertinent to the investigation, prepare gaging station rating
cxirves therefor, aind periodically furnish the State the
records of stream flow obtained therefix)m.
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b. State
The State shall advise in the selection of gaging stations
at which stream flow measurements may be necessary,
2
.
GiTOund Water Level Measurements
a. County
The Gounty shall make a series of grotrnd water level
measurements in the spring and fall of 1956 at a grid of
wells sufficient to give adequate coverage. The records
of ground water level measurements shall be entered on
suitable forms and copies thereof furnished the State.
b. State
The State shall supervise ground water level measurements,
determine adequacy of well measurement grid, and determine
suitability of forms utilized for maintaining record of
ground water level measurements.
3
.
Surface and Groxind Vfater Quality Survey
a. County
The County shall obtain sufficient samples of surface and
ground waters during the summer of 1956 to provide adequate
information on the status of the mineral quality of the
waters. The samples collected shall be furnished the State
for analysis.
b. State
The State shall determine the sufficiency of the quality of
water survey, both surface and underground, and shall provide
for the analysis of water samples collected pursuant to the
investigation.
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4» New Viiell Lops
a. County
The County shall obtain logs of all new wells and furnish
copies thereof to the State,
5 . Compilation of Data and Report
a. State
The State shall compile all data collected pursuant to the
investigation, prepare a report thereon, and furnish copies
to the County.
6 • Billinf^s to State
The Board will reimburse the County for all direct expenditures
and expenses incurred in the performance of the work done by the County
under the pro-visions of this agreement.
Salaries and expenses of administrative employees will not be
allowed.
The County shall render to the Board monthly in quadruplicate
full and complete statements of all expenditures and expenses in per-
formance of said work under the provisions of this agreement.
Rates for engineering personnel shall not exceed those for grade
of assistant hydraxilic engineer in State service. Clerical help shall
not exceed the rate for intermediate stenographer-clerk in the State
service. Mileage rates shall not exceed seven cents per mile.
Other charges shall be on the basis of actual cost to the County.
All billings must be certified by the County auditor as to work
provided for and casts Incurred under the terms of this agreement.
Is/ V/m. J. Redding Is/ Harvey 0. Banks
Chairman, Board of Supervisors Harvey 0. Banks
Co\inty of Monterey State Engineer
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APPENDIX A2
AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
mD THE COUNTY OF ICNTEREY
THIS AGREa-IENT, executed in quintuplicate, entered into as
of January 1, 1957, by the Department of 'water Resources of the State
of California, hereinafter referred to as the 'Department', and the
County of Honterey, hereinafter referred to as the 'County'.
WITNESSETH
VffliEREAS, an investigation of the Salinas Basin in and adjacent
to Monterey County has been conducted by the Department of Public Works,
acting by and through the agency of the State Engineer, between JvHy 1944
and December 1955, and Division of Water Resources Bulletin Nos. 52, 52A,
52B and Supplements to Bulletin 52A dated Hay 1950, October 1951, December
1952, December 1953, December 1955," and State Water Resources Board Bulletin
No, 19, on the results of said investigation have been or vdll be published
pursuant to a cooperative arrangement between the Department of Public
Works and the County whereby the work accomplished, including publication
of said bulletins, was financed with funds contributed equally by the
County and the State of California; and
WHEREAS, funds were appropriated to the Department by Item 224
of the Budget Act of 1956 for continuing work on ground water level and
stream flow measurements, and a quality of water check in Salinas Valley
on a matching basis with the County pending accomplishment of solution
of the water problems in the County; and
VJHEREAS, by The State Water Resources Act of 1945, as amended,
the Department is authorized to make investigations, studies, surveys,
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prepare plans and estimates, and make recommendations to the Legislature
in regard to water development projects; and
ViiHERSAS, by said act, the Department is authorized to cooperate
vdth any county, city. State agency or public district on flood control
and other water problems and when requested by any thereof may enter into
a cooperative agreement to expend money in behalf of any thereof to
accomplish the purposes of said act; and
WHEREAS, the County desires and hereby requests the Department
to enter into a cooperative agreement for the supervision of the making
of ground water level and stream flow measurements, and a quality of
water check in Salinas Valley between January 1, 1957 and December 31, 1957,
and prepare a supplemental report thereon;
NOV\/ THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and of the
several promises to be faithfully performed by each as hereinafter set
forth, the Department and the County do hereby mutually agree as follows:
ARTICLE I - WORK TO BE PERFORMED:
The work to be performed under this agreement shall consist of
stream flow measurements and a series of ground water level measurements
in the spring and fall of 1957, a general water quality check of surface
and underground waters in the Salinas Valley, the compilation and prepara-
tion of a report on the results of such measurements and water quality
check, all within the County of Monterey,
During the progress of said investigation and report all maps,
plans, information, data and records pertaining thereto which are in the
possession of any party hereto shall be made fully available to any other
party for the due and proper accomplishment of the pxirposes and objects
hereof.
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The work linder this agi^eement shall be diligently prosecuted
vd.th the objective of completion of the investigation and compilation
of data and preparation of a report thereon on or before December 31j 1957,
or as soon thereafter as possible, and the parties hereto agree to perform
the work under this agreement in accordance with provisions of Exhibit A
attached hereto and made a part hereof by reference.
ARTICLE II - FUNDS:
The Coiinty, upon execution by it of this agreement, shall trans-
mit to the Department the sum of One Thousand Seven Hvindred Fifty Dollars
($1,750) for deposit, subject to the approval of the Director of Finance,
into the Water Resources Revolving Fund in the State Treasury, for
expenditures by the Department in performance of the work provided for in
this agreement. Also, upon execution of this agreement by the Department,
the Director of Finance will be requested to approve the transfer of the
sum of One Thousand Seven Hundred Fifty Dollars ($1,750) from funds made
available to the Department by Item 224 of the Budget Act of 1956, for
expenditure by the Department in performance of the work provided for in
this agreement and the State Controller will be requested to make such
transfer.
If the Director of Finance, within thirty (30) days after
receipt by the Department of said One Thousand Seven Hundred Fifty Dollars
($1,750) from the County, shall not have approved the deposit thereof
into said Water Resources Revolving Fund, together with the transfer of
the sum of said One Thousand Seven Hundred Fifty Dollars ($1,750) from
funds made available to the Department, for expenditure by the Department
in performance of the work provided for in this agreement, such sum
contributed by the County shall be returned thereto by the Deparfanent.
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The Department shall under no circumstances be obligated to
expend for or on account of the work provided for under this agreement any
amount in excess of the sum of Three Thousand Five Hundred Dollars (^3,500)
as made available hereunder and vrtien said sum is exhausted, the Department
may discontinue the work provided for in this agreement and shall not be
liable or responsible for the resumption and completion thereof.
Upon completion of and final payment for the work provided for
in this agreement, the Department shall furnish to the County a statement
of all expenditures made under this agreement. One-half of the total
amount of all said expenditures shall be deducted from the sum advanced
from funds appropriated to said Department, and one-half of the total
amount of all said expenditures shall be deducted from the sum advanced
by the County a nd any balance v*iich may remain shall be returned to the
Department, and to the County, in equal amount,
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this agree-
ment to be effective as of the date hereinabove first written.
Approved as to Form and
Procedure
/s/ W, H, Stoffers
District Attorney
County of Monterey
Approved as to Form and
Procedure
/s/ P. A. Towner
Attorney, Department of
Water Resources
APPROVED:
/s/ Emil J. Riter
Assistant Administrative Advisor
Department of Finance
COUNTY OF I'CNTSREY
By /s/ V&n. J, Redding
Chairman, Board of Supervisors
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
DEPilRTi^iENT OF WAT;iR RESOURCES
HARVEY 0. BAMS
Director of Water Resources
By /s/ Paxil L. Barnes
Paul L, Barnes, Chief
Division of Administration
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EXHIBIT A
tlE^iDRANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
WITH REFERENCE TO
WATER RESOURCES INVESTIGATION OF MDNTERET COUNTY
The objective of this memorandum of understanding is to
coordinate the work of the State of California, and the County of
Monterey, in the investigation of the water resources of the County of
Monterey.
It is contemplated that an agreement will be executed between
the Department of Water Resources and the County of Monterey, for the
purpose of conducting the investigation of the water resources of
I'-onterey County.
This memorandum is a prerequisite of the execution of the
aforesaid agreement.
The work of all agencies concerned shall be closely coordinated,
and information shall be freely exchanged.
This memorandum shall be revised as necessary as the work
proceeds, and all revisions shall be approved by representatives of the
State and County of Monterey,
The division of the work under the investigation of the water
resources of the County of Monterey, between the State and the County of
Monterey shall be as follows:
1, Stream Flow Measurements
a. County
The Coiuity shall make any necessary stream flow measurements
pertinent to the investigation, prepare gaging station rating
curves therefor, and periodically furnish the State the records
of stream flow obtained therefrom,
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b. State
The State shall advise in the selection of gaging stations at
which stream flow measurements may be necessaiy.
2. Ground Water Level Measurements
a. County
The County sha3J. make a series of ground water level measurements
in the spring and fall of 1957 at a grid of wells sufficient to
give adequate coverage. The records of ground water level
measurements shall be entered on suitable forms and copies thereof
furnished the State.
b. State
The State shall supervise ground water level measurements,
determine adequacy of well measurement grid, and determine
suitability of forms utilized for maintaining record of groiind
water level measurements,
3. Surface and Ground Water Quality Survey
a. Covinty
The County shall obtain sufficient samples of surface and
ground waters during the summer of 1957 to provide adequate
information on the status of the mineral quality of the
waters. The samples collected shall be furnished the State
for analysis,
b. State
The State shall determine the sufficiency of the quality of
water survey, both surface and underground, and shall provide
for the analysis of water samples collected pursuant to the
investigation.
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4. New VJell Logs
a. Covinty
The County' shall obtain logs of all new wells and furnish copies
thereof to the state.
5. ComplYation of Data and Report
a. State
The State shall compile all data collected pursuant to the
investigation, prepare a report thereon, and furnish copies
to the County,
6. Billings to State
The Department will reimburse the County for all direct expendi-
tures and expenses incurred in the performance of the work done by the
County under the provisions of this agreement.
Salaries and expenses of administrative employees will not be
allowed.
The County shall render to the Department monthly in quadruplicate
full and complete statements of all expenditures and expenses in performance
of said work under the provisions of this agreement.
Rates for engineering personnel shall not exceed those for grade
of assistant hydraulic engineer in State service. Clerical help shall not
exceed the rate for intermediate stenographer-clerk in the State service.
Mileage rates shall not exceed seven cents per mile.
Other charges shall be on the basis of actual cost to the County.
All billings must be certified by the County auditor as to work
provided for and costs inciirred under the terms of this agreement.
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APPENDIXES
Bl, Supplement to Cross Index, Well Numbering System, from Department of
Vjater Resources Number to 1933 Division of Water Resources Number
B2. Supplement to Cross Index, Well Numbering System, from 1933 Division of
Water Resources Number to Department of Water Resources Number
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA
S^prtm^nt of Wnttv ISpamttrifa
SACRAMENTO
July 20, 1959
Mr. Chester Deaver, Chairman
Board of Supervisors
County of Monterey
Courthouse
Salinas, California
Dear Mr. Deaver:
Transmitted herewith is the seventh of a series of supple-
ments to State Water Resources Board Bulletin No. $2-A, "Salinas Basin
Investigation, Basic Data, 19U9".
This supplement contains basic l^drologic data for the
calendar year of 1958. The data were collected, and this supplement was
prepared, in accordance with the terms of an agreement entered into
January 1, 1958, by the Department of Water Resources and the County of
Monterey.
This agreement has been discontinued in favor of a cooperative
arrangement whereby the further measurement of ground-water levels will
be carried out on a county-wide basij through the contribution of effort
by each party, and the data will be published in the Department's annual
report of ground-water conditions and reports of surface-water and ground-
water quality. This report, therefore, constitutes the last of the series.
Very/ truly yours,
^^ ^
HARVEY 0.' BANKS
Director
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GENERAL INFORMATION
This seventh supplement to State Water Resources Board
Bulletin No. 52-A, "Salinas Basin Investigation, Basic Data, 19U9", was
prepared in accordance with terms of an agreement entered into January 1,
19^8, by the Department of Water Resources and the County of Monterey. A
copy of the agreement is included as Appendix A to this report.
The agreement provided for measurement of ground-water levels
in the spring and fall of 1958, and a general check of the chemical
quality of surface and underground waters in the Salinas Valley within
Monterey County.
Basic data collected prior to January 1, 19^8, have been
published in Bulletins Nos. ^2, 52-A, 52-B, and the preceding six supple-
ments to Bulletin No, 52-A.
Data for Tables 1, 2, and 5 were obtained from the Monterey
County Flood Control and Water Conservation District, Mr, Loran Bunte, Jr.,
District Engineer, directly supervised the measurement of ground-water
levels, and the collection and partial analysis of ground-water samples by
that agency. Complete analyses of surface-water and ground-water samples
(Tables 3 and U) were made by the Department of Water Resources and the
U.S. Geological Survey,
Table 1 contains the me?isurements of ground-water levels made
in the Salinas Basin the the spring and fall of 1958. Table 2 contains
measurements made during August at wells which draw only from the 180-
foot pressure aquifer in the vicinity of Blanco, Nashua, and Castroville,
These measurements delimit the farthest inland position of the "Nashua"
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ground-water trough during 1958. Canplete mineral analyses of surface-
water and ground-water samples collected during 1958 are presented in
Tables 3 and h, respectively. Samples of ground water for partial analysis
were collected throughout the basin in July and August. The analyses of
these samples for total solids and chlorides only are given in Table 5»
Well Numbering System
The well numbering system used by the Division of Water Resources
in 1933 for wells located in Salinas Valley has been replaced by the
system now in general use by the Department of Water Resources, Under this
system, intended to standardize well numbering throughout the State, the
designation is derived from the location of the well according to the
rectangular system of public-land surveys, i.e., township, range, section,
and subdivision. Each section is divided into UO-acre plots, lettered as
follows
:
D C B A
E F G H
M L K J
N P Q R
Wfells are numbered serially within each UO-acre plot. Thus, well
li4S/2E-25F3 is the third well located within the SE l/U of the NW l/li
of Section 25, Township Ih South, Range 2 East of the pertinent base and
meridian which, in the case of the data reported herein, is Mount Diablo,
Supplement No, 5 was the first publication which incorporated
the current numbering system for wells, A cross-index between the current
and the 1933 system was published in Supplement No, 5. Supplement No. 6
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and this supplement incorporate cross-indexes for wells for which data
were not reported in Supplement No. ?.
Descriptions of all wells for which data are included in this
supplement may be found in Bulletin No, 52-A, or in Appendix C of this
supplement.
Since the issue of Bulletin No. 52-A, a number of wells
reported therein as draxdng fron the l80-foot aquifer have been deepened
and are now drawing frcm the UOO-foot aquifer. A listing of these wells
is given in Appendix D,
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TABIE 1
RECORDS CF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELLS
IN SALINAS VALLEY
Spring, 19^8 through Fall, 19^8
I
.4 .H ,&zii
TABLE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELIS
IN SALINAS VALLEY
Spring, 19^8 through Fall, 19^8
(haunlinoO) X SiaAT
85^1 iXXe"? r'suclrii S^'^X '<aAllq8
leoBlii.a ; 9iBi3-':\ fans
J99l ax : :.:.j^.y5>X3 ,s; -..H
^soBltJje - : elsC :
.
fans
0.?
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND V^ATER AT WELLS
IN SALINAS VALLEY
Spring, 1958 through Fall, 1958
Well number
and
R. P. elev.a/
(MuffWnoO) I ajaAT
TABLE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELLS
IN SALINAS VALLEY
Spring, 1958 through Fall, 1958
: :Dist. R. P.
Well number : : to water
and : Date : surface,
R. P. elev.a/; ; in feet
Well n;imber
and .
R. P. elev.a/
jDist. R. P.
: to water
Date : surface,
: in feet
14S/2E-22P2
27,0
(beLTtiJ-iK
^0 80.
"1
-
-
.4 ,yi .iBxQi
0.641 ^?-VI"C
4.(;9 8?-Ti-e
".4IX 8§-ci-n
5 .001 &?-vi-e
s.vix 8?-a-ii-
e .6B 'se-vi-e
v.ds «5~u:-xx
^.ev 85-vx-c
^.tT 8$-a-xx
e.vp 8e-v.c-f.
A
I
JAi
ti.oex
TABLE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT IffiLLS
IN SALINAS V./iLLEY
Spring, 1958 through Fall, 1958
Well number
and
R. P. elev.a/
(bsonttnoO) I SUaAT
alaJi. iA H..-
i^isca^i 8?^X ,safciqa
is? I ni: : •Xfi.vsis .«! .3
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e.4A ^?-^f-XI d.OSX
\d
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELLS
IN SALINAS VALLEY
Spring, 1958 through Fall, 1958
Well number
and ,.
R. P. elev.g/i
zDist. R. P.
: to water
Date : surface
: in feet
Well number
and
R. P. elev.a/
:Dist. R. P.
: to water
Date : surface,
: in feet
14S/3E-22L1
85.6
14S/3E-24H1
156.0
14S/3E-24N1
139.1
14S/3E-24R1
173.3
14S/3E-25L1
125.0
14S/3E-25L2
127.0
14S/3E-27G2
75.0
14S/3E-29K2
50.0
14S/3E-30F2
45.0
14S/3E-30N1
39.4
14S/3E^31F1
37.8
14S/3E-36A1
139.9
14S/3E-36P1
105.0
14S/4E-30K2
160.0
14SAE-30M1
167.0
[ 14S/4E-30R1
177.0
3-13-58
11-12-58
3-12-58
11-10-58
3-12-58
11-10-58
3-12-58
11-10-58
3-12-58
11-24-58
3-12-58
11-12-58
3-13-58
11-13-58
3-18-58
11-14-58
3-18-58
11-17-58
3-18-58
11-17-58
3-1^-58
11-10-58
3-11-58
3-11-58
11-10-58
46.7
b/
163.0
176.0
138.0
150.5
175.0
184.7
11-10-58 129.2
120.8
b/
64.2
67.2
29.6
39.0
28.8
38.3
22.5
32.2
19.8
28.3
125.8
140.2
83.3
178.8
196.8
3-11-58 164.5
11-10-58 181.0
3-11-58 163.5
11-10-58 178.2
14S/4E-31F1
135.0
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELLS
IN SALINAS VALLEY
Spring, 1958 through FaD.l, 1958
: :Dist. R. P.
Well number : : to water
and .: Date : surface,
R. P. elev.^; Lin feet
Well number
and
R. P. elev.a/
Date
Dist, R. P.
to water
surface,
in feet
15S/3E-8N1
47.4
(bemlicioO) l^J^AT
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO C310UND WATER AT WELLS
IN SALINAS VALLEY
Spring, 1958 through Fall, 1958
Well number
and
R. P. elev.a/;
:Dist. R. P.
: to water
Date : surface,
: In feet
:Dist. R. P.
Well number : : to water
and ,; Date : surface,
R. P. elev.S/; ; in feet
15S/4E-8L1
104.6
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELLS
IN SALINAS VALLEY
Spring, 1958 through Fall, 1958
: !Dist. R. P.
Well number : : to water
and
: Date : surface,
R. P. elev.a/; ; in feet
15S/4K-36H1
326.5
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELLS
IN SALINAS VALLEY
Spring, 1958 through Fall, 1958
ViJell number
and
R. P. elev.a/
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TABLE! (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT VJELLS
IN SALINAS VALLEY
Spring, 1958 through Fall, 1958
: ;Dist. R. P.
Well number : : to water
and ,: Date : surface,
: in feetR. P. elev.g/;
Well number
and
R. P. elev.a/
:Dist. R. P.
: to vTater
Date : surface,
: in feet
17S/5E-13E1
160.0
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELLS
IN SALINAS VALLEJf
Spring, 1958 through Fall, 1958
Well number :
and : Date
R. P. elev.a/;
:Dist, R. P.
: to water
: surface,
; in feet
V/ell number
and .
R. P. elev.a/t
Date
:Dist. R. P.
: to water
: surface,
: in feet
18S/6E-7A1
195.0
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WLLS
IN SALINAS VALLEY
Spring, 1958 through Fal3., 1958
: iDist. R. P.
Well number : : to water
and : Date : surface,
R. P. elev.a/; : in feet
Well number
and
R. P. elev.a/
jDist. R, P.
: to water
Date : surface,
: in feet
19S/6E-2D1
300.0
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TABIE 1 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELLS
IN SALINAS VALLEY
Spring, 1958 through Fall, 1958
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TABLE 2
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT VELLS
IN NASHUA GROUND VJATER TROUGH
August, 1958
Well number :
and ,: Date
R. P. elev.S/:
Dist. R. P.
to water
surface,
in feet
Ilell number :
and ,: Date
R. P. elev.^:
Dist R. P.
to water
surface,
in feet
13S/2E-16E1
20.0
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TABLE 2 (Continued)
RSCCHDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATT^. AT WELLS
IN NASHUA GROUND WATER TROUGH
August, 195d
Well number
and
R, P. elev, a/
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TABIE 2 (Continued)
RECORDS OF DEPTH TO GROUND WATER AT WELIS
IN NASHUA GROUND WATER TROUGH
August, 1958
Vfell number
and
R, P. elev, a/j
: Dist, R. P.
Date : to water
{ surface,
: in feet
Wall number
and
R. P. elev.a/
Date
mS/2E-10Rl
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TABLE 5 . .
PARTIAL MII\ISRAL ANALYSES OF GROUND WATER
IN SALINAS VALLEY
July-August 1958
Total
solids-" Chlorides Well maciber
Total
solids-' Chlorides
in parts per million
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TABLE 5 (Continued)
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Table 5 (Continued)
PA"TI.\L MINERAL ANALYSES OF GROUND 'JATER
IN SALINAS V.\LLEY
1

TABLE 5 (Continued)
PARTIAL WINH21AL AIv'ALYSES OF GROUTED VTATER
IN SALINAS VALLEY
' July-August 1958
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APPENDIX A
Agreement entered into January 1, 19^8, by the
Department of Water Resources and the County of Monterey
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APPENDIX A
AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
AND THE COUNTY OF MONTEREY
THIS AGREEMENT, executed in quintuplicate, entered into as of
January 1, 19$S, by the Department of Water Resources of the State of Cali-
fornia, hereinafter referred to as the "Department", and the County of
Monterey, hereinafter referred to as the "County",
WITNESSETH
WHEREAS, an investigation of the Salinas Basin in and adjacent to
Monterey Coimty has been conducted by the Department of Public VJorks, acting
by and through the agency of the State Engineer, between July 1944 and
December 1955> and Division of Water Resources Bulletin Nos, 32, 52A, 52B,
and Supplements to Bulletin 52A dated May 1950, October 1951, December 1952,
December 1953, May 1957, and State Water Resources Board Bulletin No. 19,
on the results of said investigation have been or vd.ll be published pursuant
to a cooperative arrangement between the Department of Public Works and the
County whereby the work accomplished, including publication of said bulle-
tins, was financed with funds contributed equally by the County and the
State of California; and
WHEREAS, funds were appropriated to the Department by Itan 265
of the Budget Act of 1957 for continuing work on ground water level and
stream flow measurements, and a quality of water check in Salinas Valley on
a matching basis with the County pending accomplishment of solution of the
water problems in the County; and
VJHEREAS, by The State Water Resources Act of 1945, as amended,
the Department is authorized to make investigations, studies, surveys, pre-
pare plans and estimates, and make recommendations to the Legislature in
regard to water development projects; and
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crruijjs'ii/q btiisxlck/q 5cf lixvf io rt9sd avhn .-loxJegx-j a j vr^ cx^ .•i..'ju;ai
sri;^ fans sjIiov' olXdifi lo JitrniJTCsqsQ arii nsewcfad ifisniagxiB^ae avx^siaqo-
-9llx;d b±BU lo nciJ-soildi.q gnhbi/Xonx ,bsff3.LXqaxo"ns :ho(iv srli ijcfertsdw xicivo?
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WI-ni!REAS, by said act, the Department is authorized to cooperate
vdth any county, city. State agency or public district on flood control and
other water problems and when requested by any thereof may enter into a
cooperative agreement to expend money in behalf of any thereof to accomplish
the purposes of said actj and
WHEREAS, the County desires and hereby requests the Department to
enter into a cooperative agreement for the supervision of the making of
ground water level and stream flow measurements, and a quality of water
check in Salinas Valley between January 1, 195S and December 31, 1958, and
prepare a supplemental report thereon
j
NOVJ THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and of the several
promises to be faithfully performed by each as hereinafter set forth, the
Department and the County do hereby mutually agree as follows:
ARTICLE I - WORIv TO BE PERFORMED:
The work to be performed \inder this agreement shall consist of
stream flow measurements and a series of ground water level measuronents in
the spring and fall of 1958, a general water quality check of surface and
underground waters in the Salinas Valley, the compilation eind preparation
of a report on the results of such measurements and water quality check, all
within the County of Monterey,
During the progress of said investigation and report all maps,
plans, information, data and records pertaining thereto vfhich are in the
possession of any party hereto shall be made fully available to any other
party for the due and proper accomplishment of the purposes and objects
hereof,
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The work imder this agreement shall b"'e dilig«itiy prosecuted vd.th xhe
objective of completion' of the investigation and compilation of data and prepa-
ration of a report thereon on or before December 31> 1958, or as soon there-
after as possible, and the parties hereto agree to perform the work under
this agreement in accordance vrith provisions of "Exhibit A" attached hereto
and made a part hereof by reference*
ARTICLE II - FUNDS:
The County, upon execution by it of this agreement, shall transmit
to the Department the sum of One Thousand Seven Hundred Fifty Dollars ($1,750)
for deposit, subject to the approval of the Director of Finance, into the
Water Resources Revolving Fund in the State Treasury, for expenditures by the
Department in performance of the work provided for in this agreement. Also,
upon execution of this agreement by the Department, the Director of Finance
vfill be requested to approve the transfer of the sum of One Thousand Seven
Hundred Fifty Dollars (Cil,750) from funds made available to the Department
by Item 265 of the Budget Act of 1957, for expenditure by the Department in
performance of the work provided for in this agreement and the State Con-
troller will be requested to make such transfer.
The Department shall under no circumstances be obligated to expend
for or on account of the work provided for under this agreement any amount in
excess of the sum of Three Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($3»500) as made
available hereunder and vAien said sua is exhausted, the Department may dis-
continue the work provided for in this agreement and shall not be liable
or responsible for the resumption and completion thereof.
Upon completion of and final payment for the work provided for in
this agreement, the Department shall furnish to the County a statanent of
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all expenditures made vr.der this agreement. One-half of the total amoxint of
all said expenditures shall be deducted from the sum advanced from f\mds
appropriated to said Department, and one-half of the total amount of all
said expenditures shall be deducted from the sum advanced by the County and
any balance v^ich may remain shall be returned to the Department, and to the
County, in equal amount.
IN WITNESS Vi/HEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this agreement
to be effective as of the date hereinabove first written.
Approved as to Form and
Procedure
COUNTY OF MONTEREY
I
/s/ W. P. StiffQis, County Counsel
District Attorney, County of
Monterey
Approved as to Engineering
/s/ Irvin M, Ingerson
Chief, Engineering Services
Branch
Approved as to Form and
Procedure
/s/ P. A. Tovmer
Chief Counsel, Department of
Water Resources
Approved - Department of Finance
February 18, 195S
/s/ Louis J. Heinzer
Administrative Advisor
By /s/ Chester Deaver
Chairman, Board of Superrisore
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
HARVEY 0. BANKS
Director of Water Resources
By. /s/ Paul L. Barnes
Paul L, Barnes, Chief
Division of Administration
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EXHIBIT A
MEICRANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
WITH REFERENCE TO
WATER RESOURCES INVESTIGATION OF MONTEREY COUNTY
The objective of this memorandum of understanding is to coordin-
ate the work of the State of California, and the County of Monterey, in the
investigation of the water resources of the Coimty of Konterey.
It is contemplated that an agreement will be executed between the
Department of Water Resources and the County of Monterey, for the purpose of
conducting the investigation of the water resources of Monterey Coxmty.
This memorandum is a prerequisite of the execution of the aforesaid
agreement
,
The work of all agencies concerned shall be closely coordinated,
and information shall be freely exchanged.
This memorandum shall be revised as necessary as the work proceeds,
and all revisions shall be approved by representatives of the State and
County of Monterey,
The division of the work under the investigation of the water
resources of the County of Monterey, between the State and the County of
Monterey shall be as follows:
1. Stream Flow Measurements
a. Covinty
The County shall make any necessary stream flow measurements
pertinent to the investigation, prepare gaging station rating
curves therefor, and periodically furnish the State the records v."
of stream flow obtained therefrom.
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b. State
The State shall advise in the selection of gaging stations at
which stream flow measurements may be necessaiy,
2. Gro\jnd Water Level Measurements
a. County
The Coionty shall make a series of gzound water level measure-
ments in the spring and fall of 1958 at a grid of wells suffi-
cient to give adequate coverage. The records of ground water
level measurements shall be entered on suitable forms and
copies thereof furnished the State.
b. State
The State shall supervise groiind water level measuremoits,
determine adecpiacy of well measurement grid, and determine
suitability of foms utilized for maintaining record of ground
water level measurements.
3. Surface and Ground Water Quality Survey
a. County
The County shall obtain sufficient samples of surface and
grovind waters during the summer of 1958 to provide adeqiiate
information on the status of the mineral quality of the waters.
The samples collected shall be furnished the State for analysis.
b. State
The State shall determine the sufficiency of the quality of water
survey, both surface and undergiircund, and shall provide for the
analysis of water samples collected pursuant to the investigation.
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U, New Well Logs
a. Coiinty
The County shall obtain logs of all new wells and furnish copies
thereof to the State,
5. Compilation of Data and Report
a. State
The State shall compile all data collected pursuant to the
investigation, prepare a report thereon, and furnish copies to
the County,
6, Billings to State
The Department will reimburse the County for all direct expenditures
and e^qjenses incurred in the performance of the work done by the County xmder
the provisions of this agreement.
Salaries and expenses of administrative employees will not be
allowed.
The County shall render to the Department monthly in quadrupli-
cate full and complete statements of all expenditures and expenses in per-
formance of said work under the provisions of this agreement.
Rates for engineering personnel shall not exceed those for grade of
assistant hydraulic engineer in State service. Clerical help shall not exceed
the rate for intermediate stenographer-clerk in the State service. Mileage
rates shall not exceed seven cents per mile.
Other charges shall be on the basis of actual cost to the County.
All billings must be certified by the County auditor as to work
provided for and costs incurred vinder the terras of this agreement.
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APPENDK B
Table Bl. Cross Index of Well-Numbering System, from current
Department of Water Resources Number to 1933
Division of Water Resources Number.
Table B2. Cross Index of Well-Numbering System, from 1933
Division of Water Resources Number to current
Department of Water Resources Number.
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TABLE Bl
CROSS INDEX OF
l^ELL NUMBER SYSTEMS, FROM CURRENT DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
NUMBER TO 1933 DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES NUlffiER
Well numbers
Current Prior
13S/2E-20R2
-29F2
-29 Jl
lliS/2E-8Al
-21iHl
1US/3E-30E3
15S/3E-8C6
-16B3
15S/1;E-15M1
-19D2
-32D2
16S/^E-7E1
17S/5E-2CU
-12 LI
19S/7E-UG2
1B-66A
1B-6A
lB-99
lC-75
2C-199
2G-200
3D-222
3D-223
3D-5U
liD-137
^E-12U
6F-98
6F-88
8H-9li
Note : This cross index is supplemental to cross indexes
given in Appendix Bl of the Fifth and Sixth
Supplements,
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TABIE B2
CROSS INDEX OF
VELL-NUMEERING SYSTEMS, FROM 1933 DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES
NUMBER TO CURRENT DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES NUMBER
Well numbers
Prior Current
1B-6A
-66A
-99
lC-75
20-199
-200
3D-5U
-222
-223
liD-137
-1U7
^-1214
6F-88
-98
8H-9U
13S/2E-29F2
-20R2
-29Jl
liiS/2E-8Al
lliS/2E-2UHl
liiS/3E-30E3
l^S/UE-l^Ml
15S/3E-8C6
-16B3
15sAE-32D2
-19D2
16S/5E-7E1
17S/^-12Ll
-2CU
19S/7E-UG2
Note: This cross index is supplemental to cross indexes
given in Appendix B2 of the Fifth and Sixth
Supplements.
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Description of Wells in Salinas Valley
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APPENDIX C
DESCRIPTION OF miLS IN SALINAS VALIEY
Included in this appendix are descriptions of the wells for
which data are reported in Supplements Nos. 1 through 7, and for which
descriptions are not given in Bulletin No, 52-A«
Explanation of
abbreviations and sjnnbols used in this appendix:
Use : Irr,, irrigation
Dan. , danestic
Mun., municipal
Ind., industrial
N.U., not used
Other data available ; L, drillers log
""
~*
W, water-level measurement
Cp^ partial mineral analysis
C, complete mineral analysis
T, pump test
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APPENDIX D
Wells Deepened from the I80-Foot Aquifer
to the UOO-Foot Aquifer
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